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In the old days when people spoke about the wind, it was the same
as speaking about the spirit. There was no distinction between the
soul running its endless path and the wind, or between the spirit
and the storm. But no one knew for certain whose soul the wind
was, or whose breath made the storm thunder.
Some thought that the wind was the life-breath of the dead on their
way to eternity, while others thought that the earth lived and
breathed in the same way as its children. And there were those
under the moon who thought that the wind was the breath of God,
and that it was His stormy breath that ran riot over the bare land.
And if the wind entered a man or woman, that person would do
great deeds that pleased God. Because the might of God was
always in the wind and in the storm. But the birthplace of the wind
had no name, and no one knew where its home was. Some may
have asked ‘Where is the wind going?’ But who knows? Either then,
now or ever?
Uku Masing (1909–85), from Vaatlusi maailmale teoloogi seisukohalt
(‘Observations of the World from the Viewpoint of a Theologian’)
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